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This study set out to determine what expressions are used to convey affective meanings that describe 
the appeal of and impressions made by the color gold. Subjects in three age groups ?those in their 20s, 
40s, and 60s? were asked to choose samples that they thought looked most "golden" and describe them. 
For the purposes of this study, 20 pairs of rating words were used to create a five-grade evaluation 
using the semantic differential method, the results of which were then subjected to factor analysis.
Some of the expressions frequently used by subjects of each age group were: cheerful, warm, lively, 
animated, dazzling, and happy ?subjects in their 20s?; cheerful, warm, lively, animated, gorgeous, 
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happy, and flamboyant ?subjects in their 40s?; and cheerful, warm, lively, and dazzling ?subjects in 
their 60s?. Subjects in each age group used words connected to action and emotions to describe their 
impressions of flamboyant images? subjects in their 20s?, animated and flamboyant images ?subjects 
in their 40s?, and sparkling images ?subjects in their 60s?. The study concluded that there are no 
differences in affective meanings for the color gold among different age groups.
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1?Y29?Suminol Fast Yellow 2GP?C.I Acid Yellow 29?
2?Y42?Suminol Milling Yellow MR?C.I Acid Yellow 42?
3?O56?Suminol Milling Orange SG?C.I Acid Orange 56?
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???a*?? b*????????????? 1??L*?? C*???????????
? 2?????
? 1?L*a*b*?
???? L*?D65? a*?D65? b*?D65? C*
Y29 80.82 -2.45 75.12 75.16
Y42 77.84 6.67 77.51 77.80
O56 76.61 9.75 71.47 72.13
SAFFRON 74.04 16.33 73.13 74.93
Y38 76.74 10.94 77.51 78.28
GOLD 88.73 7.13 37.32 37.99
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